














MARKERS COMMENTS – Preliminary Final EXTENSION 1 2018 
 

QUESTION 8: 

(a)(ii) Unbelievably, most students did this by the product rule! Convert it to y = 2"
#
$  and it takes one 

line! 

(b) If you can’t learn simple formulae you are attempting the wrong level! 

(c) An odd function has no even powers and no constants (it goes through the origin). MONIC means 

the coefficient of "% is unity. 

(d) (i)   There is no need to prove that x-3 is a factor of the polynomial. You were TOLD it was a 

double root (ie (" − 3)* is a factor) 

(ii) You should show – y-intercept, points where it cuts the x-axes and general shape. 

 

QUESTION 9: 

(a) You must be able to competently use the dividing ratio formula at Extension 1 level-too many 

mucked it up! 

(b)ii When a question says “Hence”, it is guaranteed to be the easiest method using what you have 

shown in part (i). Many students used the harder tan(A-B) method. 

(c)iii Distance SR didn’t require the distance formula, simple distance along the Y axis. SP did require 

the formula which turned out to be a perfect square which many did not see. Needed to finish off 

with equality statement: PS = SR so triangle must be isosceles. 

 

QUESTION 10: 

a)(ii) Students must take care writing the correct limit notation 

b) Too many students did not know how to factorise 2sin²Ѳ+sinѲ-1=0. To factor a quadratic it must 

equal to zero 

 

QUESTION 11: 

a) iii. Once you had y=6 there was no need to go and add an x to it. It was a horizontal line but you 

did not earn the mark if you just wrote the locus is a line. Needed to give more information. 

b) Solving for tan+ and tan, or using the relationship between the roots and coefficients were the 2 

most effective methods. Solving separately for + and , and then adding them was often not 

successful. 

c) READ THE QUESTION! Many doubled/halved the wrong distance or added an extra "* when 

finding distance between point and line, which could have been avoided by SKTECHING A DIAGRAM. 

 



QUESTION 12: 

a) Many students struggled with this question. If using the method of multiplying both sides by the 

square of the denominator, you must square both sides by BOTH denominators and simplify. Wrong 

critical values and incorrect inequality signs. Sketching the graph helps to get the correct values. Be 

careful when testing. 

b)i) + = 45° ONLY. Some students had two solutions. 

ii) Many incorrectly solved cos	(5 + 135) = −1 or solved the equation using 1 instead of -1 

resulting in wrong quadrants and answers. Read the question carefully! 

c)i) Order is important in ratio division. Several students divided ratio in order PS instead of SP, 

leading to wrong answer. Also, a=1 needed to be substituted in. 

ii) Carry errors from part i awarded for eliminating p and correctly substituting into y. Marks not 

awarded for fudging to get final answer! More detail should be shown if substituting x and y in terms 

of p and saying point lies on the parabola. 

 

QUESTION 13: 

a) i. some students used incorrect index law to differentiate and others left x in the dy/dx rather 

than subbing in the x=c to find the gradient at the point P.  

ii. SHOW THAT – really does mean that you should get the answer on the page and therefore check if 

you don’t that you are indeed using the correct gradient. 

iii. independent of C means that the area should NOT have a C in it. 

b) i.  important to show full working and generate two expressions for the ratio of h/x thus setting 

them equal to each other and evaluating the angle ( some incorrect rounding occurred here – be 

careful ) 

ii/iii. Mistakes occurred here when students did not remember to square the full side ie (2x) squared 

when using Pythagoras theorem. This therefore made the question easier and did mean that they 

were less likely to get mistake carried forward into the final part of the exam. 

 

 


